Fratelli Tutti, Insiders, Outsiders, and Ireland’s Second Century

SMA Summer School, 2021

Sunday, 4 July 2021
“fight the real enemy”
dividing the insiders from the outsiders
Fratelli Tutti or “All my Bros!”??
SOCIAL FRIENDSHIP ties Fratelli Tutti together

1. Dark clouds rising
2. A Samaritan
3. An open world
4. Our open hearts
5. A better kind of politics
6. Open to dialogue
7. Open to renewal
8. Open to other religions
our means of excluding the Other enjoyed widespread support within the population
otherness was the threat that provoked in us the sense of community that secured us
whether in “homeless hubs” or “direct provision” the Others are still among us
the ultimate insider is cast out
social friendship means spending our insider status on the outsiders
Thank You

Questions?
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